












[1918-12-xx; should be 1918-12-31; letter from Minerva Crowell in France; no date & 
no envelope:] 

Dear People  I trust you are well located by this time & I am also at this 
minute which is as long as one reckons on in the army.   As I came home 
from work one of the girls offered me a piece of toast she was burning on our 
stove & when I discovered how nice it was sitting by the fire eating it I 
decided to celebrate New Year’s eve in this very spot writeing a long delayed 
letter     So here I am in a steamer chair lined with Miss Lippitts down puff, 
Army socks on my feet & Marjories wool scarf around my neck.   I have had 
my hot bath (being one of the very few who are still hanging on to that 
custom) & if I say more I’m sure you’ll begin to envy my comfort for the fire 
is really quite hot & I’m hoping it will last all the evening.   I had a lovely 
Xmas    P.M & I serving at the Red Cross – a cabaret entertainment for the 
boys & we were allowed on the side lines.   The show lasted from 1-30 to  
8-30 & in order to entertain all the boys they came & went in 40 minute 
shifts but we stayed indefinitely & I think could have [over page] given some 
of the numbers ourselves before we got through.   The Hut looked bery 
pretty being nearly finished now we are nearly ready to leave.   The waiters 
were dressed as Xmas Elves & seemed to enjoy it as much as we do our attic 
parties.   The wards were decorated & each had a tree which is still 
standing.   Stockings & cards were distributed and altogether it was too 
lovely to think it came in peacetime.  Travelling on furlough was quite 
strenuous & crowded but the change of scene was beneficial & did me a lot 
of good which I only dimly realized.   I meant to write immediately but you 
know things move fast in the army & there was much confusion between 
our getting home & the next set getting away.   I think I told you we were 
ordered to pack up & move out of our quarters a few days before leaving.   
No, first we came from work to find extra beds being set up in our rooms 
though in the [----]ing after we had moved them all around & taken things 
from the shelves & hooks we were told the new [next sheet, “2”] girls wouldn’t 
come to us but we were to pack up & move to the extra beds set up in some 
other girls’ shacks.   There was much splitting of room mates etc & I went to 
Miss Lippett’s room to the third bed.   The 2d day we were notified our 
furloughs would be ready ahead of time so we did more hurried packing.   
We were home & settled again a few days when all had to pack & move 
through the rain & mud to our present abode across the tracks.   We have 
Brooklyn Hoboken Jersey City etc acc. to distance out & we are apparently 
in the great Jersey swamp.   I lost my rubbers early & my umbrella last 
week but I may get my orders in a couple weeks so I shant buy rubber 
boots.   Mess is 3 blocks over, bath house 4 blocks & other arrangements – I 
wont say conveniences one block.   Our front door works by one outside 
yelling & one inside pushing.   They have promised a latch.   My roof is at 
present tight [over page] & my room next the hallway where the stove is.   
It’s a bigger hallway than before & therefore better to sit in – when one has 
time.   Most of the girls have gone to a dance, but Miss Crocker (So 



Yarmouth) is also here writing home.   Miss Lippett is in the infirmary where 
she goes once in a while.   I had the whole run of fixing the room as she 
likes things done for her & I like to arrange as you remember.   I can 
carpenter now & have put up racks shelves closet nail etc etc.   We have two 
beds a tea table & a frameless piece like a large sonner[?] with curtain 
instead of a door.   I moved the four to my hearts content & we are each 
surrounded by her goods in a half of the room, so there ought to be smooth 
sailing as long as the gov’t wishes.   The conveniences we lack are balanced? 
by others.   We throw any thing we no longer feel attached to at the base of 
the stove; We cook, bathe, dress, eat, & chew the rag simultaneously around 
it [next sheet, “3”]    In fact most of our tribal life centers there during the 
rainy season.   The only critical point is the mess which has been 
functioning very poorly for some time – there is still soup at the commissary 
however & Xmas boxes are helping – mine not yet.   I may go to N.J. instead 
of Cal. – or maybe Boston who can tell.   The work is as wonderful as ever.   
At home will be the same work but perhaps more apparatus & different 
ways of doing it.   Two other girls have arrived so I have started a hot 
chocolate party with what we can each contribute.   I am using my belt for a 
holder & have just urged the fire with a bundle of sticks which the 
occupational aides were drying for their work!   They came in time to rescue 
the two other bundles.   I suppose they were lathes for a doll house but they 
certainly looked like French Kindling    You see we all run around grabbing 
things off of dump heaps so they are all like my beach treasures – they are 
nothing till labelled.  [over page] 
  Since Armistice we have been a station between the Front & U.S.A.   Not 
only all the patients are passing through from other hospitals but whole sets 
of nurses & doctors keep arriving & ours are departing.   New units are just 
setting themselves up who ought to have been here all the time so it is quite 
confusing.   We just about get our patients underway when they go home.   
We have been giving instruction to whole wards who are held in waiting to 
start so they can take care of themselves on the voyage.   The fleas are gone 
since cold weather & the bites are all healed but the mice live right with us – 
I don’t know what on. 
  Well this is quite a letter which shows I can get my mind off of work once 
in a while.   I may cable Ed when I sail.   The girls are back from the 
German prisoners camp new years entertainment.   One of my patients 
today had just returned from four months in a German prison. 
  Wee good night & to my blankets   Love from Min. 
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